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Abstract—Wireless energy harvesting, physical-layer security
and full-duplex wireless are important, emerging fifth generation
(5G) technologies. In this paper, we thus investigate a source-
destination link with an energy-harvesting full-duplex relay and
a jammer (to degrade the eavesdropper channel) in the presence
of an eavesdropper. Thus, to exploit energy harvesting and to im-
prove security, we propose a full-duplex jammer (FDJ) protocol
and its half-duplex version (HDJ). Two cases for availability of the
eavesdropper channel state information (ECSI) are considered:
complete ECSI and incomplete ECSI. For both FDJ and HDJ
protocols and for complete ECSI, we derive the instantaneous
and average secrecy rates and compute optimal time-split for
energy harvesting. To gain more insights, we consider a practical
interference-limited scenario and derive closed-form cumulative
distribution function (cdf) of the SINR (signal-to-interference
plus noise ratio) at the destination and eavesdropper nodes.
Comparatively, we show that FDJ improves instantaneous secrecy
rate over HDJ. However, the degree of improvement is highly
dependent on time-split for energy harvesting, amount of self-
interference (SI), the channel gains and locations of the nodes. For
incomplete ECSI scenario, we derive asymptotic secrecy outage
and show that FDJ performs better for small-to-medium values of
source powers; otherwise, HDJ yields a higher gain. Moreover, we
derive asymptotic secrecy outage. We show that FDJ increases the
average secrecy rate 150% over HDJ and 260% over half-duplex
relaying without jammer. In terms of secrecy outage probability,
FDJ performs better for the small to medium values of source
powers, while HDJ achieves a higher gain at high source power
values.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the explosive growth of wireless subscribers and net-
works, heightened concerns about climate change, and related
reasons, energy and security are critical factors in the design
of fifth generation (5G) wireless mobile networks. Security is
especially challenging because wireless broadcast signals can
be heard by both intended users and malicious eavesdroppers.
To enhance security, one can exploit the properties of the
wireless physical layer, especially interference rather than
cryptographic techniques [1], [2]. These physical layer security
techniques can significantly boost the secrecy rate of a wireless
network [1], [3]. The secrecy rate is the difference between
the instantaneous rate of the legitimate channel and that of the
wiretap channel, i.e., the channel between the transmitter and
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the eavesdropper [4]. If the secrecy rate falls below zero, the
eavesdropper can intercept confidential information [2], [5].

Cooperative communication techniques attack this problem
either by strengthening the legitimate channel (cooperative
relaying) and/or by degrading the wiretap channel rate (co-
operative jamming) [2], [6]–[12]. In [2], [7], the security of
a single source-destination pair is strengthened with the help
of multiple relays in the presence of one or more eavesdrop-
pers. Decode-and-forward (DF) and amplify-and-forward (AF)
relaying and cooperative jamming, i.e., sending a jamming
signal to interfere with the reception of eavesdropper, can
significantly improve the secrecy performance. This approach
results in secrecy outage reaching zero [8], [9]. Moreover,
ergodic secrecy rate of cooperative jamming and relaying, in
the low and high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regimes and for
different eavesdropper positions is analyzed [10]. In contrast,
[11], [12] investigates the physical layer security issues for a
two-way relay system for an un-trusted relay scenario. Most
existing works consider half-duplex (HD) relays only.

However, an HD relay requires two time-slots per data
transfer [10], which halves the secrecy rate compared to direct
transmission. Thus, this spectral loss may be recovered by
full-duplex (FD) relaying, where the relay node receives and
transmits simultaneously in the same frequency band [13]–
[17]. However, the problem is that the receiver section of
an FD node is interfered by its own transmit signals, i.e.,
self-interference (SI) [18]. While SI can be as high as 100
dB, many effective SI cancellation techniques have been
developed [15], [18], [19] to enhance the practical viability
of FD systems. Thus, the progress of SI cancellation and
further hardware improvements help us to exploit FD relays
along with cooperative jamming [20], [21]. For example,
Parsaeefard et al. [20] investigates a friendly FD relay and
power allocation to maximize the secrecy rate. Reference [21]
examines the potential security enhancement in the presence
of an eavesdropper by a cooperative multi-antenna FD relay
and cooperative jamming with and without the eavesdropper’s
channel state information (CSI).

However, nodes in typical sensor and ad-hoc wireless
networks are likely battery powered and are off the power
grid due to mobility or other constraints. For example, in
remote health control with the human-embedded sensors,
monitoring and the disaster relief applications, nodes are not
easily accessible, and charging or replacing their batteries
is difficult, expensive or even risky. The limited operational
lifetime of such networks may be further degraded by the
energy overhead for secure communications [22]. For exam-
ple, to intensify the user desired rate and/or to impose the
controlled interference on the eavesdropper, the cooperative
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relay and/or the jammer must spend more energy. As such,
the nodes scavenging energy from external resources such as
solar, wind and especially ambient RF (radio frequency) power
may help prolong the network life-time [23]–[26]. But such
sources are unpredictable and uncontrollable, which renders
them unsuitable for some wireless applications. Thus, energy
harvesting from ambient RF signals has recently emerged as
a new paradigm for certain wireless networks [27].

Motivated by these crucial factors, we develop a novel
secure joint FD cooperative relaying and jamming scheme,
called FDJ, that achieves impressive security performance
against an eavesdropper while harvesting energy. This FDJ
protocol has wide applications in general wireless ad-hoc
and sensor networks, for example among several, a secure
remote monitoring system where a monitor reports confidential
information to the monitoring center with the aid of the
wireless-powered FD relay and jammer nodes at no extra
power consumption. We employ the time-splitting (TS) archi-
tecture for energy harvesting [23], [28] and investigate three
different performance metrics depending on the availability of
eavesdropper CSI (ECSI). With complete ECSI [29], we derive
two fundamental secrecy performance criteria; namely, instan-
taneous and average secrecy rates. For incomplete ECSI [29],
we study the secrecy outage which is the probability that the
secrecy rate falls bellow a predetermined threshold necessary
to support the desired secrecy rate [5], [29], [30].

Our results complement and strengthen this emerging area,
but differ from recent works [20], [21], [25], [26], [31].
Specially, [20], [21], [31] considered only cooperative relaying
or cooperative jamming without energy harvesting. However,
our model is different because it incorporates joint cooperative
FD relaying and cooperative jamming. More importantly,
we also take into account energy harvesting for relay and
jammer nodes to improve the security without consuming extra
energy. This completely changes the problem formulation. The
relay and jammer transmit powers are not fixed. In fact they
are random variables which depend on the source-relay and
source-jammer channels, time splitting factor and the energy
conversion efficiency of the deployed energy harvester at the
nodes. Moreover, to be realistic with FDJ, we consider both
inter-user interference at the relay and destination nodes and
SI at the FD relay. The above differences in system model
and assumptions result in different signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR) variables and related analysis approach is
completely different from existing ones.

Joint relay selection and cooperative jamming is considered
in [32] for improving the physical-layer secrecy of a wireless
system with multiple intermediate nodes. This study allocates
power among the source, HD relay and friendly jammers to
maximize the secrecy rate under the total power constraint. In
contrast to our work, this work does not exploit FD transmis-
sion and energy harvesting solutions to improve the spectral
and power efficiency. Also, in [25], Xing et al. considered an
HD AF relay wiretap channel with a harvest-and-jam relaying
protocol and maximized the secrecy rate at the destination
subject to transmit-power constraints. In [26], a wireless-
powered friendly jammer is devised to enhance security of
direct transmissions and the rate parameters are optimized

to achieve the best throughput subject to a secrecy outage
probability constraint. Both [25] and [26] consider respectively
HD AF relaying transmission and direct transmission, which
are different from ours. The main contributions of this paper
are as follows:

• We propose the FDJ protocol, a secure FD-relaying proto-
col using a jamming node, whose key feature is that both
relay and jammer are powered by source transmissions.
As a benchmark, we also investigate the HD version of
the identical system, called HDJ. At the outset, we derive
the output SINR at destination and eavesdropper nodes.

• For complete ECSI scenario, we derive analytical expres-
sions for the instantaneous and average secrecy rates for
both FDJ and HDJ protocols and numerically obtain the
optimal time-split devoted for energy harvesting. To gain
more design insights and develop mathematical analysis,
we consider the practical interference-limited scenario
and derive closed-form cumulative distribution function
(cdf) of the SINR at the destination and eavesdropper
nodes. Accordingly, the asymptotic average secrecy rates
are also derived.

• We compare FDJ and HDJ and show that FDJ improves
instantaneous secrecy rate. However, the degree of im-
provement is highly dependent on the time-split devoted
for energy harvesting, amount of SI (originated by the
signal leakage from the transmitter to the receiver), the
channel gains and positions of the nodes. For incomplete
ECSI scenario, we derive the asymptotic secrecy outage
and show that from the viewpoint of outage, FDJ per-
forms better for the small to medium values of source
powers, while HDJ yields a higher gain at high source
power values.

We remark that this manuscript is the substantial extension
of our previous work [33]. Specifically, this work is different
from [33] in three ways. First, [33] only investigates the
average secrecy rate. However, this work derives analytical
expressions for the instantaneous and average secrecy rates and
numerically obtain the optimal time-split devoted for energy
harvesting. Moreover, for incomplete ECSI scenario, we derive
the asymptotic secrecy outage probability. Second, in [33] only
FDJ is studied, while in this work we analytically investigate
both FDJ and HDJ transmission protocols. Third, to provide
insights into the choice of one protocol with a higher secrecy
rate, we include a discussion on performance comparison of
the proposed protocols.

Notation: The unit step function u(t) = 1 for t > 0 and
zero otherwise. The operators (·)† and Pr(·) denote conjugate
transpose and probability. For random variable (RV) X , fX(·)
and FX(·) denote the probability density function (pdf) and
cdf. A circularly symmetric complex Gaussian RV with mean
µ and variance σ2 is CN (µ, σ2). The gamma function Γ(a) is
given in [34, Eq. (8.310.1)]; Kν(·) is the ν-th order modified
Bessel function of the second kind [34, Eq. (8.432)]; Ei(x) is
the exponential integral function [35, Eq. (5.1.2)]; En(x) is
the En-function [35, Eq. (5.1.4)]; Gmn

pq

(
z | a1···ap

b1···bq

)
denotes

the Meijer G-function [34, Eq. (9.301)] and Wλ,w is the
Whittaker function defined in [34, Eq. (9.220)].
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II. SYSTEM MODEL AND TRANSMISSION PROTOCOLS

We consider source node S is communicating with a desti-
nation node D in the presence of an eavesdropper E with the
help of a trusted relay R and a friendly jammer J1. The S, R
and J nodes are assumed to be located in a same cluster that is
far away from the destination and eavesdropper2. The long dis-
tances between the source and destination/eavesdropper imply
that there is a higher probability that these links suffer strong
blockage and shadowing, compared to those links between
the source, relay and jammer nodes and hence there is no
direct link from the source to the destination or to eavesdrop-
per [25]3. In addition, the trusted relay node and the jammer
node are energy constrained nodes and have no external power
supply. The source node charges them via wireless power
transfer. Once sufficient energy has been harvested, the relay
and jammer are ready to perform transmitting information
and friendly jamming signals to enhance the security of
communication. The S,D, J and E are assumed to be single-
antenna nodes while R is equipped with two antennas. We
refer to the so-called RF chain preserved condition [37] for
HDJ transmission protocol. It is worth pointing out that, FD
operation was first enabled using either two separate antennas,
or one shared antenna to transmit and receive simultaneously.
Nevertheless, different implementation alternatives for various
single and multiple antenna extensions have been proposed to
date. Depending on the number of receive/transmit antennas
implemented at the FD terminal, four different scenarios can
be considered, namely, single-input single-output, single-input
multiple-output, multiple-input single-output, and multiple-
input multiple-output.

We assume that the relay applies DF protocol. In contrast,
with AF relays, exact distribution for the received SNR/SINR
and secrecy outage or average secrecy rate are generally
intractable. Then, the tight upper bound on the SNR/SINR
distributions can be derived by considering DF [38]. As appro-
priate, we define the channel coefficient h],# and distance d],#
between node ] ∈ {S,R,D, J,E} and # ∈ {S,R,D, J,E}.
We assume that all channels experience block Rayleigh fading
and remain constant over one block but varies independently
and identically from one block to another. Thus, all channel
power gains are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d)
Exponential RVs with unit mean. For both FDJ and HDJ,
we adopt the TS strategy [23], [28] for energy harvesting,
hence the cooperation round consists of two phases: energy
harvesting and information transmission. Specifically, for a
transmission block time T , 0 < α < 1 fraction is dedicated
to energy harvesting and the remaining time, (1 − α)T , for

1Although the single-relay and jammer schemes are much simpler to
investigate, their performance analysis is still very challenging, and such
networks have not been well studied in the literature, especially for wireless-
powered nodes and joint FD relaying and jamming. Nevertheless, performance
analysis of relay and jammer selection for secure wireless-powered coopera-
tive communications is an interesting future direction worth more research.

2In many practical scenarios, the eavesdroppers are assumed to be dis-
tributed outside a disc centered on the transmitter, called security zone, to
avoid getting exposed [36].

3The existence of the source-eavesdropper direct link actually can further
improve eavesdropping performance [31]. Therefore, our analysis provide
upper bound on the secrecy rate and lower bound on the outage probability
of the network with direct source-eavesdropper link.
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the FDJ transmission protocol. The dashed lines
represent the links for the first phase (power transmission phase) with duration
αT , and the solid lines represent the links for the second phase (information
transmission phase) with duration (1− α)T .

information transmission [15]. Detailed description of the
transmission protocols are provided as follows.

A. FDJ Transmission Protocol

We assume that source, destination, eavesdropper and jam-
mer nodes are all HD, while the relay is FD (Fig. 1). To be
realistic, we assume that imperfect SI cancellation at the relay.
Accordingly, we model the SI channel hRR with Rayleigh
flat fading, hRR ∼ CN (0, σ2

RR), which is a well accepted
model in the literature [15], [39]. In this model, the FD relay
estimates the strong line-of-sight component of the SI channel
and removes it. Therefore, the residual interference is mainly
affected by the Rayleigh fading component of the SI channel
and its strength is proportional to the level of suppression
achieved by the adopted specific cancellation method [15].

The secure FDJ protocol employs two phases. For energy
harvesting phase, relay and jammer nodes deploy the TS pro-
tocol and apply the harvest-use architecture [23], [24] where
the energy harvested is stored in a supercapacitor and then
fully consumed by the nodes in the information transmission
phase. Particularly, during the first phase of duration αT , the
source transfers power to the relay and jammer by sending a
radio signal with power pS . The received signal at the relay
and jammer can be respectively expressed as

re[n] =

√
pS
dmSR

hSRxe[n] + nR[n], (1a)

yJ [n] =

√
pS
dmSJ

hSJxe[n] + nJ [n], (1b)

where n = 1, 2, . . . is the symbol index, xe[n] is the energy
symbol with unit energy: E

{
xe[n]x†e[n]

}
= 1, m is the

path loss exponent. The terms nR[n] ∼ CN (0, σ2
R) and

nJ [n] ∼ CN (0, σ2
J) denote the noise at R and J , respectively.

The relay and jammer receive the radio signal, convert it to a
direct current signal and store the energy. Therefore, using (1a)
and (1b), the harvested energy at R and J in each unit slot
are given by pR = κ

dmSR
pS |hSR|2 and pJ = κ

dmSJ
pS |hSJ |2,

respectively, where κ , ηα
(1−α) and 0 < η < 1 is RF-to-DC

energy conversion efficiency.
During the information transmission phase of time length

(1 − α)T , the source transmits xS [n] to the FD relay R,
while R simultaneously receives r[n] and forwards xR[n] to
the destination using the harvested energy. At the same time,
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eavesdropper overhears the information signal xR[n] while
the jammer sends jamming signal to the eavesdropper with
power pJ to compromise eavesdropper. More specifically, the
jammer sends an artificial noise signal xJ , affecting the relay,
destination and eavesdropper. The received signal at R can be
expressed as

r[n] =

√
pS
dmSR

hSRxS [n] +
√
pRhRRxR[n]

+

√
pJ
dmJR

hJRxJ [n] + nR[n], (2)

where xS [n] is the source information symbol with unit
energy, E

{
xS [n]x†S [n]

}
= 1, xR[n] is the transmitted relay

signal satisfying E
{
xR[n]x†R[n]

}
= 1 and xJ [n] is the

transmitted jamming signal satisfying E
{
xJ [n]x†J [n]

}
= 1.

Since R adopts the DF protocol, upon receiving the signal, it
first decodes xS and then forwards the signal to D. The relay
transmit signal is given by [18]

xR[n] =
√
pRxS [n− τ ], (3)

where τ accounts for the time delay caused by relay process-
ing. Finally, the received signal at D and E are expressed
as

yD[n] =

√
pR
dmRD

hRDxR[n]+

√
pJ
dmJD

hJDxJ [n]+nD[n], (4)

yE [n] =

√
pR
dmRE

hRExR[n]+

√
pJ
dmJE

hJExJ [n]+nE [n], (5)

where nD[n] ∼ CN (0, σ2
D) and nE [n] ∼ CN (0, σ2

E) are the
noise at the D and E respectively.

Accordingly, the received SINR at the D, γFDD , is given by

γFDD = min

(
c1|hSR|2

c2|hSR|2|hRR|2 + c3|hSJ |2|hJR|2 + 1
,

c4|hSR|2|hRD|2

c5|hSJ |2|hJD|2 + 1

)
, (6)

where

c1 =
ρ1

dmSR
, c2 =

κρ1

dmSR
, c3 =

κρ1

dmSJd
m
JR

, c4 =
κρ2

dmSRd
m
RD

,

c5 =
κρ2

dmSJd
m
JD

, ρ1 =
pS
σ2
R

, ρ2 =
pS
σ2
D

. (7)

The overheard SINR for the eavesdropper can be expressed
by

γFDE =
b1|hSR|2|hRE |2

b2|hSJ |2|hJE |2 + 1
, (8)

where

b1 =
κρ3

dmSRd
m
RE

, b2 =
κρ3

dmSJd
m
JE

, ρ3 =
pS
σ2
E

. (9)
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Fig. 2. An illustration of the HDJ transmission protocol. The dashed lines
represent the links for the power transmission phase with duration αT , the dot-
ted line represents the source to relay information transmission with duration
(1− α)T/2 and the solid lines represent the relay information transmission
and the jammer interference transmission with duration (1− α)T/2.

B. HDJ Transmission Protocol

Here, we derive the SINR for the HDJ secrecy relay system,
against which FDJ will be compared. In the HDJ secrecy relay
system, during the first phase of duration αT , the source trans-
fers power to the relay and jammer and the remaining time,
(1− α)T is used for information transmission, such that half
of that, (1−α)T/2, is used for the source to relay information
transmission. The remaining half, (1−α)T/2, is used for the
relay to destination information transmission while the jammer
simultaneously transmits intentional interference to degrade
the relay-eavesdropper link.

The received signals at the relay and jammer in the energy
harvesting phase are given by (1a) and (1b) and hence the
relay and jammer transmit power can be written as pR =
κ′

dmSR
pS |hSR|2 and pJ = κ′

dmSJ
pS |hSJ |2, respectively, where

κ′ , 2ηα
(1−α) . During the information transmission phase the

relay receives

r[n] =

√
pS
dmSR

hSRxS [n] +

√
pJ
dmJR

hJRxJ [n] + nR[n]. (10)

After the relay successfully decodes and regenerates the
original signal, it forwards xR[n] to the destination while the
jammer sends a jamming signal. Hence, the received signals
at D and E are given by

yD[n] =

√
pR
dmRD

hRDxR[n]+

√
pJ
dmJR

hJDxJ [n]+nD[n], (11)

and

yE [n] =

√
pR
dmRE

hRExR[n]+

√
pJ
dmJE

hJExJ [n]+nE [n]. (12)

Accordingly, the SINR at the destination and eavesdropper are
given respectively by

γHDD = min

(
c1|hSR|2,

2c4|hSR|2|hRD|2

2c5|hSJ |2|hJD|2 + 1

)
, (13)

and

γHDE =
2b1|hSR|2|hRE |2

2b2|hSJ |2|hJE |2 + 1
. (14)

We note that in the HDJ protocol, jamming signal is trans-
mitted only in the second half of the information transmission
phase to degrade the relay-eavesdropper link and it does not
interfere with the first-hop transmission.
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III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this work, we study two different scenarios for the
availability of ECSI at the legitimate system. The first is the
complete ECSI case, where the legitimate system knows the
CSI of all the eavesdropping link. The second is the incomplete
ECSI case where the CSI of the eavesdropping links is
unknown. A fundamental secrecy performance criterion in the
complete ECSI scenario is instantaneous secrecy rate defined
as [5], [29]

Ri
0 = bRi

t −Ri
ec+, (15)

where bxc+ = max(x, 0), i ∈ {FD,HD}, and Ri
t and Ri

e

are the instantaneous rates for data transmission and eaves-
dropping respectively. Therefore, the source can transmit con-
fidential messages to the destination at a rate Ri

0 to guarantee
perfect secrecy. Another relevant criterion is average secrecy
rate. Note that complete ECSI scenario is of practical interest
in many classes of applications where the users play dual roles
as legitimate receivers for some signals and eavesdroppers for
others [2], [5]. For example, the potential application scenarios
include multicast, multi-unicast and unicast systems. However,
with incomplete ECSI, the relay and source nodes do not
know the ECSI and hence perfect secrecy rate cannot be
guaranteed [5], [29]. The secrecy outage thus becomes an
important performance metric, which is the probability that the
secrecy rate falls bellow a predetermined threshold necessary
to support the desired secrecy rate.

In this section, we first concentrate on the complete ECSI
scenario and derive the FDJ and HDJ instantaneous secrecy
and average secrecy rates. We provide the optimal energy
harvesting time allocation strategies that maximize the in-
stantaneous secrecy rate. Moreover, we derive the asymptotic
average secrecy rate. We also consider the incomplete ECSI
scenario and derive the secrecy outage probability performance
for both FDJ and HDJ.

A. Instantaneous Secrecy Rate

1) FDJ Transmission Protocol: With definition (15), the
instantaneous secrecy rate of FDJ protocol can be given by

RFD
0 = bRFD

t −RFD
e c+

= (1− α)blog(1 + γFDD )− log(1 + γFDE )c+. (16)

From (16), we observe the secrecy rate RFD
0 is a function of α,

the time fraction devoted for energy harvesting. Our objective
is thus to determine the optimum value of α that maximizes
the instantaneous secrecy rate of the FDJ protocol.

The optimal α∗FD can be obtained by solving the following
optimization problem

α∗FD = arg max
0<α<1

RFD
0 (α). (17)

However, since both the expressions of γFDD and γFDE in RFD
0

consist of α and due to the complicated form of RFD
0 (α), a

closed-form solution for the optimum α∗FD appears intractable.
As in [16], [28], we numerically evaluate α∗FD by using the
Matlab or Mathematica.

2) HDJ Transmission Protocol: Similarly, for the HDJ
protocol, the instantaneous secrecy rate can be computed as

RHD
0 = bRHD

t −RHD
e c+

=
(1− α)

2
blog(1 + γHDD )− log(1 + γHDE )c+, (18)

and the optimal α∗HD could be obtained by solving the follow-
ing optimization problem

α∗HD = arg max
0<α<1

RHD
0 (α). (19)

Although (19) does not admit a closed-form solution, nu-
merical evaluation is easy and efficient.

B. Average Secrecy Rate

Here, we derive the average secrecy rate which is a fun-
damentally important performance metric for characterizing
the complete ECSI scenario. The average secrecy rate is the
average of Ri

0 over γ iD and γ iE and is given by

R̄i
0 =

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
0

Ri
0fγ i

D
(x1)fγ i

E
(x2)dx1dx2

=

∫ ∞
0

(∫ ∞
0

[
log

(
1 + x1

1 + x2

)]+

fγ i
E

(x2)dx2

)
fγ i
D

(x1)dx1

(a)
=

∫ ∞
0

(∫ x1

0

log

(
1 + x1

1 + x2

)
fγ i
E

(x2)dx2

)
fγ i
D

(x1)dx1,

(20)

where (a) follows from the definition of Ri
o and the condition

Ri
o ≥ 0 or equivalently log

(
1+x1

1+x2

)
≥ 0, which implies that

x2 ≤ x1. Using the similar steps as in [30], the average secrecy
rate in (20) can be re-expressed as [30]

R̄i
0 =

`i

ln 2

∫ ∞
0

Fγ i
E

(x2)

1 + x2
(1− Fγ i

D
(x2))dx2, (21)

where i ∈ {FD,HD}, `FD = (1− α), and `HD = (1−α)
2 .

1) FDJ Transmission Protocol: To compute the average
secrecy rate for FDJ, R̄FD

0 , based on (21), we proceed to derive
the SINR cdf at the destination, FγFD

D
(·), and cdf of the SINR at

eavesdropper, FγFD
E

(·). For notational convenience, we denote
X0 = |hSR|2, X1 = |hRR|2, X2 = |hJR|2, Y0 = |hSJ |2,
Y1 = |hRD|2, and Y2 = |hJD|2. Accordingly, the cdf of γFDD
in (6) can be expressed as

FγFD
D

(z) =

Pr

min

 c1X0

c2X0X1 + c3Y0X2 + 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
γ1

,
c4X0Y1

c5Y0Y2 + 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
γ2

 < z

 ,

= 1− Pr(γ1 > z, γ2 > z). (22)

In (22), the common RVs X0 and Y0 in γ1 and γ2 lead to
statistical dependencies. Herein, we first fix X0 and Y0 and
obtain the conditional cdf, which is then averaged over these
RVs. Thus, the cdf of γFDD can be expressed as
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FγFD
D

(z) =1−
∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞
0

(
1−Fγ1|X0,Y0

(z))(1−Fγ2|X0,Y0
(z)
)

× fX0(x)fY0(y)dxdy. (23)

In addition, we can readily show that

Fγ1|X0,Y0
(z)=e

z−c1X0
zc3Y0 +

e
−c1
c2z

+ 1
c2X0 − e

−1
c3Y0

( c1X0
z −1)

1− c3Y0

c2X0

, (24)

and

Fγ2|X0,Y0
(z) = 1− e

−z
c4X0

1 + c5Y0

c4X0
z
. (25)

Substituting (24) and (25) into (23) and using the pdfs
fX0(x) = e−xu(x) and fY0(y) = e−yu(y), the cdf of γFDD
can be obtained as

FγFD
D

(z) =1−
∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞
0

e
−z
c4x

1 + c5y
c4x

z

[
1− e

z−c1x
zc3y

−e
−c1
c2z

+ 1
c2x − e

−1
c3y

( c1xz −1)

1− c3y
c2x

]
e−(x+y)dxdy. (26)

We now derive the cdf of the SINR at eavesdropper, FγFD
E

(·).
Let us denote V = |hSR|2|hRE |2 and W = |hSJ |2|hJE |2.
Hence, γFDE in (8) can be written as

γFDE =
b1V

b2W + 1
. (27)

Accordingly, the cdf of γFDE can be expressed as

FγFD
E

(z) = Pr (b1V < z(b2W + 1))

=

∫ ∞
0

FV

(
z
b2w + 1

b1

)
fW (w)dw. (28)

In order to evaluate (28), we require the cdf of V and the pdf
of W, which can be readily evaluated as [16]

FV (v)=1−2
√
vK1(2

√
v), and fW (w)=2K0(2

√
w), (29)

respectively. By invoking FV (v) and fW (w) in (29) the cdf
of γFDE is obtained as

FγFD
E

(z) =1− 4

∫ ∞
0

√
z

b1
(1 + b2w)K1

(
2

√
z

b1
(1 + b2w)

)
×K0(2

√
w)dw. (30)

To the best of the author’s knowledge, the dual integral
in (26) and the integral in (30) do not admit the closed-
form solutions for the cdfs of γFDD and γFDE , respectively. To
overcome this, we will subsequently discuss the interference-
limited scenario and derive the closed-form expressions for
the cdfs of γFDD and γFDE . From (26), (30) and (21), the exact
average secrecy rate of FDJ protocol can be derived.

2) HDJ Transmission Protocol: Now, in order to present
the average secrecy rate of the HDJ, R̄HD

0 , similarly, we first
evaluate the cdf of the SINR at the destination, FγHD

D
(·), and

the cdf of the SINR at eavesdropper, FγHD
E

(·). The SINR at
the destination given in (13) can be re-expressed as

γHDD = X0 min

(
c1,

2c4|hRD|2

2c5W + 1

)
. (31)

Let T = min
(
c1,

2c4|hRD|2
2c5W+1

)
. Using similar steps as in

the [16], the cdf of T conditioned on W is obtained as

fT |W (t) =

{
1 if t ≥ c1;

1− e
−t
c4

(c5W+ 1
2 ) if t < c1.

(32)

Averaging over W , using the integral identity [34, Eq.
(6.614.4)], we obtain

fT (t) =


1 if t ≥ c1;

1− e
−t
2c4

+
c4

2c5t√
c5t
c4

W−1
2 ,0

(
c4
c5t

)
if t < c1.

(33)

Now, conditioned on X0 = |hSR|2 we get

FγHD
D

(z) = 1−
∫ c1

0

e
−z

2c4x
− c4x

2c5z
−x√

c5z
c4x

W−1
2 ,0

(
c4x

c5z

)
dx. (34)

Similar to the FDJ case, the cdf of the SINR at eavesdropper
for HDJ protocol, FγHD

E
(·) can be readily derived as

FγHD
E

(z) =1− 4

∫ ∞
0

√
z

2b1
(1 + 2b2w)

×K1

(
2

√
z

2b1
(1 + 2b2w)

)
K0(2

√
w)dw. (35)

Substituting (34) and (35) into (21) yields the exact expression
for R̄HD

0 . Again the cdfs of γHDD and γHDE involve an integral
which generally does not admit a closed-form solution.

In the following, we consider interference-limited assump-
tion [40] which enables us to derive asymptotic closed-
form expressions for the cdf of destination and eavesdropper
SINRs. They provide useful theoretical performance bounds
for the average secrecy rate and outage probability. In the
interference-limited scenario, the aggregate interference power
from the jammer’s transmission (for the relay, destination, and
eavesdropper) and residual SI (for the relay) are assumed to
dominate the performance, and as such the thermal noise is
ignored.

C. Asymptotic Analysis

Applying the interference-limited assumption on (6)
and (13), the received SINR at D for the FDJ and HDJ
protocols can be respectively written as

γ̃FDD = min (36) c1|hSR|2

c2|hSR|2|hRR|2 + c3|hSJ |2|hJR|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
γ̃3

,
c4|hSR|2|hRD|2

c5|hSJ |2|hJD|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
γ̃4

 ,

and

γ̃HDD = min

c1|hSR|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
γ̃5

,
c4|hSR|2|hRD|2

c5|hSJ |2|hJD|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
γ̃4

 . (37)
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Moreover, applying the interference-limited assumption on (8)
and (14), the overheard SINR at the eavesdropper for both the
protocols can be expressed as

γ̃E =
b1|hSR|2|hRE |2

b2|hSJ |2|hJE |2
, (38)

and hence Fγ̃FD
E

(·) = Fγ̃HD
E

(·) = Fγ̃E (·). Now we characterize
the asymptotic expressions for the cdf of the SINR at the
destination and eavesdropper.

1) FDJ Transmission Protocol:
Proposition 1: The expression for asymptotic Fγ̃FD

D
(·) is de-

rived as (39) at the top of the next page where ci, i = 1, · · · , 5,
have been defined in (7). Moreover, c6 = −c1

c2
, c7 = c1c5

c3c4
,

c8 = c2 + c3, c9 =
c3
c22

(1+ c3
c2 )2 , c10 = c5

c4
,

Ψ1(z) =
c2(1− e

−c1
c2z ) + c3

c10z

(c2 + c3
c10z

)(1− 1
c10z

)2
,

and

Ψ2(z)=
c3(zc5−c4)c8−(2zc5c3+zc5c2−c3c4)(c8−c2e

−c1
c2z )

(c4−zc5)2c28
.

Proof: See Appendix A.
Proposition 2: The asymptotic cdf of γ̃E can be expressed

by

Fγ̃E (z) = 1−G2,2
2,2

(
b2z

b1

∣∣∣0, 0
1, 0

)
. (40)

Proof: See Appendix B.
Substituting (39) and (40) into (21), the asymptotic average
secrecy rate for FDJ can be readily evaluated as (41) at the
top of the next page.

Corollary 3: When jammer is located midway between the
source and relay, asymptotic average secrecy rate for FDJ
protocol can be approximated as

R̄FD
0 ≈

1− α
ln 2

(
G1,1;2,2;2,2

1,1;2,2;2,2

[
0

0

∣∣∣0, 0
1, 0

∣∣∣0, 1
1, 1

∣∣∣b2
b1

∣∣∣c5
c4

]
−G1,1;2,2;0,1

1,1;2,2;1,0

[
0

0

∣∣∣0, 0
1, 0

∣∣∣0, 1
1, 1

∣∣∣b2
b1

∣∣∣κ]) , (41)

where G·,·;·,·;·,··,·;·,·;·,·[·, ·] denotes the extended generalized bivariate
Meijer’s G function [41].

Proof: See Appendix C.
The asymptotic result in (41) presents an average secrecy

rate floor and indicates that more source transmit power does
not guarantee a higher secrecy rate in FDJ protocol. This
finding is validated by Fig. 4. In the FD protocol without
jammer, however, the secrecy rate decreases for high transmis-
sion power regime. In particular, for this protocol, the SINR at
D is given by min

(
1

κ|hRR|2 , c4|hSR|
2|hRD|2

)
, and the SINR

at E is b1|hSR|2|hRE |2. As we observe the first-hop SINR
at D is independent of pS while the SINR at E improves
directly proportional to the pS . Thus, the average secrecy rate
is severely degraded by high values of pS .

Moreover, from (41) we observe that the average secrecy
rate of the FDJ protocol is a function of time split, α, and is
a decreasing function of SI strength, σ2

RR. In the high SNR

regime, the average secrecy rate is a decreasing function of the
conversion efficiency, η, of the deployed energy harvester at
the relay and jammer nodes. This is intuitive because increas-
ing η, increases the source and jammer transmission power
which increases the amount of SI and inter-user interference
at the relay and reduces the first-hop SINR at the destination.

2) HDJ Transmission Protocol: Now, let us consider the
HDJ case. The cdf of γ̃HDD is presented in the following
corollary.

Corollary 4: For the HDJ transmission, the cdf of γ̃HDD can
be approximated as

Fγ̃HD
D

(z) ≈ 1 + e
−z
c1 −

∞∑
n=1

n!(c5z)
n(−1)nG(n)

cn4
, (42)

where

G(n) =(−1)n
Ei
(
− z
c1

)
(n− 1)!

+
e−

z
c1(

z
c1

)n−1

×
n−2∑
k=0

(−1)k
(
z
c1

)k
(n− 1)(n− 2) · · · (n− 1− k)

.

Proof: See Appendix D.
It is worth to mention that the series in (42) can be truncated
using few terms up to 10.

Substituting (40) and (42) into (21), the asymptotic average
secrecy rate for HDJ can be approximated as

¯̃RHD
0 ≈k

HD

ln 2

∫ ∞
0

1−G2,2
2,2

(
b2z
b1

∣∣∣ 0,01,0

)
1 + z

×

( ∞∑
n=1

n!(c5z)
n(−1)nG(n)

cn4
− e

−z
c1

)
dz. (43)

D. Performance Comparison of the Proposed Protocols

Comparison of FDJ and HDJ provides insights into the
choice of one protocol with a higher secrecy rate. To this end,
we have the following result:

Remark 1: Referring to the spectral efficiency factor of
(1 − α) for the secrecy rate of FDJ compared with (1−α)

2
for the HDJ protocol, one may reasonably argue that FDJ
may offer higher secrecy rates compared with HDJ. However,
when γ̃FDD <

√
γ̃HDD γ̃E , we have R̃FD

0 < R̃HD
0 , i.e., the secrecy

rate advantage of FDJ over HDJ completely diminishes. The
reasons are (a) the effect of SI caused by the signal leakage
from the transceiver output to the input [42] and (b) an extra
interference at the relay due to the jammer’s transmission
(see (36) and (37)), which reduce the instantaneous secrecy
rate of FDJ, but are not present with HDJ. It is clear that
ideal FDJ, without SI and jammer interference on the relay,
doubles the secrecy rate of the HDJ scheme. However, more
realistically (as per simulations), the average secrecy rate can
increase by 50% over the HDJ protocol.

We next consider FDJ with interference-limited assumption
and in the high-SNR regime. Although this is an ideal assump-
tion, it leads to useful theoretical bounds for practical design.
Our aim is to identify communication scenarios where FDJ
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Fγ̃FD
D

(z) = 1− c3c4
c8(zc5−c4)

(
c1
c3z
e
c1
c3z Ei

(
−c1
c3z

)
+ 1
)
− c3c4

(
c3c5z+c2c4
c28(zc5−c4)2 e

c1
c3z Ei

(
−c1
c3z

)
+

c9e
−c6
z Ei(

c6
z )

zc5+
c3c4
c2

)
+ zc3c10e

c7Ei(−c7)
(1−c10z)2(c2c10z+c3) − c4

[
ln

(
(zc5)

Ψ1(z)
zc5

c

Ψ2(z)
c3

3

)
− ln

(
c

Ψ1(z)
zc5

4

c

Ψ2(z)
c3

2

)
+ (c8−c2e

−c1
c2z )

(c4−zc5)c8

]
, (39)

¯̃RFD
0 =

kFD

ln 2

∫ ∞
0

1−G2,2
2,2

(
b2z
b1

∣∣∣ 0,01,0

)
1 + z

(
c3c4

c8(zc5 − c4)

(
c1
c3z

e
c1
c3z Ei

(
−c1
c3z

)
+ 1

)

+c3c4

(
c3c5z + c2c4
c28(zc5 − c4)2

e
c1
c3z Ei

(
−c1
c3z

)
+
c9e

−c6
z Ei( c6z )

zc5 + c3c4
c2

)
− zc3c10e

c7Ei(−c7)

(1− c10z)2(c2c10z + c3)

+c4

ln

 (zc5)
Ψ1(z)
zc5

c
Ψ2(z)
c3

3

− ln

cΨ1(z)
zc5

4

c
Ψ2(z)
c3

2

+
(c8 − c2e

−c1
c2z )

(c4 − zc5)c8

 dz. (41)

exhibits poorer instantaneous secrecy rate than HDJ. These
are detailed next.

Corollary 5: For interference-limited assumption and in the
high-SNR regime, in two critical scenarios

1) γ̃4 ≥ γ̃5 and γ̃2
3 < γ̃5γ̃E

2) γ̃3 ≤ γ̃4 ≤ γ̃5 and γ̃2
3 < γ̃4γ̃E ,

HDJ outperforms FDJ, while in other cases FDJ can provide
the better performance.

Proof: Note that in the high-SNR regime the asymptotic
instantaneous secrecy rates can be respectively approximated
as [31]

R̃FD
0 ≈ b(1− α) log (min (γ̃3, γ̃4))− (1− α) log(γ̃E)c+ , (44)

and

R̃HD
0 ≈

⌊
(1−α)

2
log (min (γ̃5, γ̃4))− (1−α)

2
log(γ̃E)

⌋+

, (45)

where γ̃3 ≤ γ̃5.
Let

A = R̃FD
0 − R̃HD

0 . (46)

Depending on the values of γ̃3, γ̃4 and γ̃5, A can be simplifies
to the following cases.
• If γ̃5 ≤ γ̃4, (46) reduces to

A =
(1− α)

2
log

(
γ̃2

3

γ̃5γ̃E

)
.

Thus, if γ̃2
3 < γ̃5γ̃E , A < 0.

• If γ̃3 ≤ γ̃4 and γ̃5 ≥ γ̃4 (46) reduces to

A = (1− α) log

(
γ̃2

3

γ̃4γ̃E

)
.

Thus, if γ̃2
3 < γ̃4γ̃E , A < 0.

Remark 2: In the system under consideration with
interference-limited assumption and in the high-SNR regime,
when γ̃E < γ̃4 ≤ γ̃3, we have R̃FD

0 = 2R̃HD
0 .

Remark 3: Please note that the total transmitted energy of
the relay and jammer nodes for FDJ and HDJ protocols are
the same. However, if the system is concerned with the source
transmission energy, γ̃5 in Corollary 5 should be replaced with
2γ̃5 for fair comparison. With this change the source consumes
the same amount of energy for both protocols.

Corollary 5 and Remark 2 show that FDJ is more beneficial
for the communication scenarios in which the first-hop SINR
of the destination is much stronger than the second-hop
SINR. This is the case where for example SI strength and
the inter-user interference at the relay are low. Nevertheless,
in practice, SI and inter-user interference can be reduced
significantly by exploiting techniques such as beamforming
designs and interference coordination. Also, the appropriate
choice of design parameters, such as transmission powers,
energy harvesting time, and relative distance between the
nodes may still guarantee the FDJ gains over secure wireless
networks. The effect of design parameters on FDJ and HDJ is
not always clear cut and is further discussed in Section IV.

E. Secrecy Outage Given Incomplete ECSI

We now consider the incomplete ECSI scenario, where
the source and relay nodes do not know the eavesdropper
channel and hence transmit at a constant rate <s bits/sec/Hz.
The transmission guarantees perfect secrecy if Ri

0 ≥ <s. On
the other hand, if Ri

0 < <s (Ri
0 in (15)) the transmission

is vulnerable to eavesdropping and perfect secrecy is not
guaranteed [30]. In other words, unlike the complete ECSI
case, lack of ECSI may result in outage events where the
instantaneous secrecy rate is below the transmission rate.
Accordingly, to characterize this, we adopt the secrecy outage
probability, Pi

out for i ∈ {FD,HD}, which can be expressed
as [30]

Pi
out = Pr{Ri

0 < <s} =

∫ ∞
0

Fγ i
D

[2
<s
ki (1 + x)− 1]fγ i

E
(x)dx.

(47)
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In order to find this outage, we require the pdf of γ iE and
the cdf of the RV γ iD. Since we have the closed-form cdf
of the SINR at the destination and eavesdropper nodes for the
interference-limited scenario, we derive the asymptotic secrecy
outage probability, P̃i

out,

P̃i
out = Pr{R̃i

0 < <s} =

∫ ∞
0

Fγ̃ i
D

[2
<s
ki (1 + x)− 1]fγ̃E (x)dx.

(48)

1) FDJ Transmission Protocol: The cdf of γ̃FDD is given
in closed-form in (39). Therefore, the remaining task is to
characterize the pdf of γ̃E . From (40), taking the first order
derivative of the cdf of γ̃E with respect to z, we have

fγ̃E = −
∂G2,2

2,2

(
b2z
b1

∣∣∣ 0,01,0

)
∂z

=
−b2
b1z

G2,3
3,3

(
b2z

b1

∣∣∣−1,−1,−1

0,−1, 0

)
. (49)

Now, using the cdf of γ̃FDD , and substituting (49) into (47) we
obtain asymptotic P̃FD

out.
2) HDJ Transmission Protocol: Similarly, using the cdf

of γ̃HDD (given in (42)), and substituting (49) into (48), the
asymptotic outage probability for the HDJ transmission, P̃HD

out ,
can be computed.

From P̃FD
out and P̃HD

out we observe that the secrecy outage
probability for both FDJ and HDJ protocols is independent of
source power and shows an outage floor.

Remark 4: It is noteworthy that the derived expressions for
P̃FD
out and P̃HD

out are not simple enough to provide immediate
insight, but they are general and fast to evaluate using software
packages such as Mathematica and MATLAB.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Here, numerical results are presented to validate analyt-
ical expressions, demonstrate the performance of FDJ and
HDJ and investigate the impact of key system parameters
on their performances. We adopt some parameters of the
3GPP LTE specifications for small cell deployments. The
maximum source transmit power is set to 40 dBm. Moreover,
the S −R,S −D,J −R, J −E, J −D,E −R, and E −D
link distances take values between 10 and 50 meters, which
are the case for small cell. The energy conversion efficiency
η is set to the typical value of 0.5 [15], [26].

A. Instantaneous Secrecy Rate

Fig. 3 shows the influence of the time-split α on the
instantaneous secrecy rate. We assume that S, R, J , E and
D are located at (0, 0) m, (20, 10) m, (20,−10) m, (40, 0)
m and (50, 0) m, respectively. We focus on a single time
frame with the following settings: Setting-1: |hSR|2 = 0.78,
|hSJ |2 = 1.55, |hRE |2 = 0.01, |hRD|2 = 0.81, |hRR|2 =
0.05, |hJR|2 = 1.07, |hJE |2 = 2.32 and |hJD|2 = 0.36.
Setting-2: |hSR|2 = 0.87, |hSJ |2 = 0.63, |hRE |2 = 0.2,
|hRD|2 = 1.2, |hRR|2 = 0.13, |hJR|2 = 0.54, |hJE |2 = 0.46
and |hJD|2 = 0.03. Setting-3: |hSR|2 = 1.53, |hSJ |2 = 1.03,
|hRE |2 = 1.34, |hRD|2 = 0.81, |hRR|2 = 0.11, |hJR|2 =
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Fig. 3. Instantaneous secrecy rate of FDJ and HDJ protocols as a function
of α.

1.69, |hJE |2 = 1.92 and |hJD|2 = 0.45. The following
conclusions are drawn from Fig. 3.

1) An interesting trade-off exists between α and the instan-
taneous secrecy rate for both protocols. More specifi-
cally, first, as α increases, the secrecy rate increases but
it then starts decreasing as α increases beyond optimal
value. The intuitive reason is that large time split α
increases the harvested energy by relay and jammer
and consequently improves the secrecy rate. However,
it decreases the available time for information transmis-
sion phase. Therefore, it is important to optimize α to
maximize the secrecy rate.

2) It is clear that for setting-1, FDJ achieves a higher
instantaneous secrecy rate than HDJ for all α. However,
for setting-2, we see that FDJ outperforms HDJ when
α < 0.67, and exhibits an inferior performance when
α > 0.67. Also, for setting-3 HDJ outperforms FDJ
when α < 0.39, and FDJ exhibits a better performance
when α > 0.39. This result is in accordance with
Section III-D shows that the strength of the SI, the
value of α and the corresponding nodes channels and
their relative positions are the key factors determining
the extent to which FDJ outperforms HDJ.

B. Average Secrecy Rate

Fig. 4 illustrates the average secrecy rate of FDJ and HDJ
protocols versus source power with and without jammer for
α = 0.5. The locations of S, R, J , E and D are (0, 0) m,
(20, 0) m, (20,−10) m, (40, 0) m and (50, 0) m, respectively.
Three main observations that follow from this simulation are
as follows:

1) First, the average secrecy rate against the eavesdropper
can be significantly improved using the jammer node,
e.g., HDJ provides up to 70% enhancement compared
to the HD relaying without jammer.

2) Second, as expected, FDJ outperforms all other schemes
for all values of the source power. When the source node
power values are high, FDJ can achieve, respectively,
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Fig. 4. Average secrecy rate of FDJ and HDJ protocols versus source power
pS .

54% and 260%, average secrecy gains compared to FD
and HD relaying schemes without the jammer.

3) Third, the average secrecy rate of FDJ, HDJ and HD
relaying without jammer protocols converge to finite
limits at high transmission source power which is in
agreement with the analysis in previous section. More
specifically, with high source transmit power, the FDJ
almost achieves the average secrecy rate of 0.29 bps/Hz,
which is nearly 1.5 times than that of HDJ and 2.6
times than that of HD relaying without jammer. In the
FD protocol without jammer, however, the secrecy rate
first increases with the transmission source power pS ,
and then decreases when pS increases beyond a certain
value. The above observations reveal the existence of
various design choices when performance-complexity
tradeoff is considered.

Fig. 4 also shows that the analytical results tightly match
simulation results and that asymptotic curves tightly converge
to the exact ones at the high-SNR regime. These observa-
tions validate the derived analytical results and justify the
interference-limited assumption.

Fig. 5 shows the impact of jammer position on the average
secrecy rate. The S, R, E and D are located at (0, 0) m, (20, 0)
m, (30, 10) m, and (50, 0) m, respectively. Three cases are
considered where the y-coordinates of the jammer are fixed as
−5 m, −10 m and −15 m respectively, and the x-coordinates
of the jammer are within the range of [10, 50] m. In particular,
simulation results lead to the following conclusions.

1) As expected, as jammer gets closer to the horizontal
line, both protocols achieve better average secrecy rates.
Particularly, the FDJ in case-1 exhibits the best secrecy
rate performance. The superior performance of the FDJ
is more pronounced especially between 20 m and 30 m
values of x-coordinates of the jammer.

2) As the jammer moves from the source to the destination,
the average secrecy rate of all schemes increase first
and then decrease. Thus, there exists an optimal point
for the jamming position. However, as clearly observed,
FDJ and HDJ protocols have different intersections with
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Fig. 5. Average secrecy rate of FDJ and HDJ protocols versus different
positions of the jammer.

the horizontal axis for each case, which means that
the best position of the jammer is different for the
three cases with three different values of y-coordinate
jammer positions. We observe that for all cases the
best position for the jammer is somewhere between the
source and eavesdropper. Specifically, we can see that
the highest average secrecy rate of FDJ happens when
the x-coordinate of the eavesdropper is 22 m in case-1,
17 m in case-2, and 10 m in case-3, respectively. Thus
the best position for FDJ in case-3 is the nearest one
to the source. This is due to the fact that the jammer is
energy constrained and hence when the y-coordinate of
the jammer increases it should get closer to the source
to collect sufficient amount of energy to enable a secure
communication. On the contrary, in case-1 where the
jammer has the superior energy harvesting capability,
it could stay closer to the eavesdropper so that the
interference from the jammer to the eavesdropper is
much stronger and the jammer would be more effective
to improve the secrecy rate.

3) When the jammer moves close to the destination node,
the average secrecy rate is substantially reduced. The
reason is that as the relative distance between the jammer
and the destination reduces, the jamming signal causes
stronger interference on the destination, which degrades
the destination’s SINR.

C. Secrecy Outage Probability

Fig. 6 compares the secrecy outage of FDJ and HDJ
protocols versus source power and with different residual SI
strength at the relay, σ2

RR. The S, R, J , E, and D are located
at (0, 0) m, (20, 0) m, (20,−10) m, (40,−30) m, and (50, 0)
m, respectively and α = 0.5. For high values of source
transmit power, pS , the secrecy outage performance of both
protocols degrades. This is because the inter-user interference
from jammer goes up with higher pS . In addition, for the
FDJ protocol when the source transmit power increases and
α is fixed, an excessive amount of energy will be collected
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at the relay, which is actually detrimental4 since it causes
strong SI, which degrades the secrecy outage performance
of FDJ system. Clearly, the performance degradation is more
prominent for higher value of σ2

RR. Asymptotic results are
also presented in Fig. 6. We observe that FDJ achieves lower
secrecy outage probability, but its advantage over HDJ is less
than 40%. This is expected because FDJ protocol suffers from
SI at the relay and inter-user interference at both relay and des-
tination nodes. However, in HDJ protocol the only interference
is inter-user interference at the destination node. Therefore,
when compatibility with HDJ systems is a concern, one can
reasonably expect that the performance gain of FDJ relative
to the HDJ is directly related to the strength of the SI and
the quality of inter-user interference suppression techniques.
In particular, while with low SI the FDJ outperforms the HDJ,
with strong SI FDJ performs worse than HDJ.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Energy, security and spectral efficiency are critical factors
for emerging fifth generation (5G) wireless networks. Thus,
wireless energy harvesting, physical-layer security and full-
duplex wireless are being developed. In this context, we
investigated the performance of a secure wireless-powered
network with joint FD relaying and cooperative jamming. We
proposed a secure FDJ protocol, also treated the HDJ protocol
and analyzed their instantaneous and average secrecy rates for
the complete ECSI scenario. We also presented asymptotic
closed-form SINR cdf for the destination and eavesdropper
nodes. Accordingly, the asymptotic average secrecy rates were
also derived. These expressions provide valuable theoretical
performance bounds for the average secrecy rates and secrecy
outage and facilitate the design and analysis of secure wireless-
powered FD relaying systems. Moreover, for the incomplete
ECSI scenario, the asymptotic secrecy outages of FDJ and
HDJ were studied. We showed that FDJ could substantially
boost the system performance compared to the HDJ protocol

4It is worth to mention that, as it is stated in [16], the intuitive reason
behind this phenomenon is that the transmission power is increased while
the energy-harvesting time fraction, α, is fixed. Clearly, by tuning α better
performance can be achieved.

for all source transmission powers. However, secrecy-rate
performance gain of FDJ over HDJ is highly depend on the
time-split α, the amount of SI, and the channel gains and
node locations. Finally, we found that as the jammer has the
superior energy harvesting capability, it could stay closer to
the eavesdropper, a highly effective strategy to improve the
secrecy rate.

It would be interesting to extend these results to other
practical secure wireless networks. For instance, networks
under hostile jamming and eavesdropping, network with direct
source-eavesdropper and source-destination links, and MIMO
systems. Another potential future research direction would
be to investigate the application of harvest-store-use (HSU)
architecture in secure wireless-powered cooperative networks.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

Let us denote X = c1/ (c2X1 + c3X2X3) where X1 =

|hRR|2, X2 = |hJR|2 and X3 = |hSJ |2
|hSR|2 , and Y = c4Y1

c5Y2X3
,

with Y1 = |hRD|2 and Y2 = |hJD|2. Accordingly, the cdf of
γ̃FDD in (36) becomes

Fγ̃FD
D

(z) = Pr(min(X,Y ) < z) = 1− Pr(min(X,Y ) > z)

= 1− Pr(X > z, Y > z). (50)

Conditioned on X3, the RVs X and Y are independent and
hence we have

Pr(X > z, Y > z) =

∫ ∞
0

(
1− FX|X3

(z))(1− FY |X3
(z)
)

× fX3
(x)dx. (51)

We now look at the first item in the integral, which can be
expressed as

1− FX|X3
(z) = 1− Pr

(
c1

c2X1 + c3X2X3
< z

)
=

∫ c1
c3X3z

0

FX1

(
c1 − c3xX3z

c2z

)
fX2(x)dx. (52)

Recall that X1 and X2 are Exponential RVs with mean 1, thus
(52) can be derived as

1− FX|X3
(z) =

c2 − c2e
−c1
c2z + (e

−c1
c3X3z − 1)c3X3

c2 − c3X3
. (53)

The second item in the integral (51) can be written similarly
as

1− FY |X3
(z) = 1− Pr

(
Y1 <

zc5X3

c4
Y2

)
=

c4
zc5X3 + c4

.

(54)

The pdf of RV X3 can be readily evaluated as

fX3
(x) =

1

(x+ 1)2
, 0 ≤ x <∞. (55)
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By substituting (53), (54) and (55) into (51) and then substi-
tuting the result into (50), we have

Fγ̃FDD (z) = 1− c4
∫ ∞

0

c2 − c2e
−c1
c2z + (e

−c1
c3xz − 1)c3x

(c2 − c3x)(zc5x+ c4)(x+ 1)2
dx.

(56)

Now, after some simple algebraic manipulations and using
the integral identities [43, Eq. (2.3.4)], [34, Eq. (3.353.3) and
Eq. (3.352.4)], we obtain the desired result in (39).

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2

γ̃E in (38) can be written as

γ̃E =
b1V

b2W
, (57)

where V and W is defined in Section III-B. Thus, the cdf of
γ̃E can be expressed as

Fγ̃E (z) = Pr
(
V <

b2zW

b1

)
=

∫ ∞
0

FV

(
b2zw

b1

)
fW (w)dw.

(58)

Utilizing (29) and the following identity [44]

Kν(2
√
x) =

1

2
G20

02

(
x
∣∣∣ −ν

2 ,
−ν
2

)
, (59)

(58) can be computed as

Fγ̃E (z) (60)

= 1− 2

∫ ∞
0

√
b2zw

b1
K1

(
2

√
b2zw

b1

)
G20

02

(
w
∣∣∣−−
0, 0

)
dw.

Applying the integral identity [34, Eq. (7.821.3)], the integral
in (60) can be solved and we have

Fγ̃E (z) = 1− b1
b2z

G2,2
2,2

(
b1
b2z

∣∣∣−1, 0

0, 0

)
. (61)

Finally, with the help of [34, Eq. (9.31)], (61) can be re-
expressed as

Fγ̃E (z) = 1−G2,2
2,2

(
b2z

b1

∣∣∣0, 0
1, 0

)
. (62)

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF COROLLARY 3

When jammer is located midway between the source and
relay, the received SINR at D can be approximated as

γ̃FDD ≈ min

(
1

κ|hRR|2
,
c4|hSR|2|hRD|2

c5|hSJ |2|hJD|2

)
. (63)

Accordingly, the asymptotic expression for the CDF of γ̃FDD
can be obtained after some manipulations as

Fγ̃FD
D

(z) ≈ 1−G22
22

(
c5
c4
z
∣∣∣ 0 0

1 0

)
+ e−

1
κz

= 1−G22
22

(
c5
c4
z
∣∣∣ 0 0

1 0

)
+G01

10

(
κz
∣∣∣ 1

−

)
, (64)

where we have used the identity [44, Eq. (8.4.3.2)] to ob-
tain the second equality. Moreover, Fγ̃FD

E
(z), derived in Ap-

pendix B, can be re-expressed as

Fγ̃FD
E

(z) = G22
22

(
b2z

b1

∣∣∣ 0 1

1 1

)
. (65)

Next, by substituting the Fγ̃FD
D

(z) and Fγ̃FD
E

(z) into (21), and

using the identity (1 + x)−δ = 1
Γ(δ)G

11
11

(
x
∣∣∣ 1−δ

0

)
[44, Eq.

(8.4.2.5)], asymptotic average secrecy rate for FDJ protocol
can be expressed in terms on the Meijer’s G functions as

R̄FD
0 ≈

1− α
ln 2

∫ ∞
0

G11
11

(
x
∣∣∣ 0

0

)
G22

22

(
b2
b1
x
∣∣∣ 0 1

1 1

)
×G22

22

(
c5
c4
x
∣∣∣ 0 0

1 0

)
dx− 1− α

ln 2

∫ ∞
0

G11
11

(
x
∣∣∣ 0

0

)
×G22

22

(
b2
b1
x
∣∣∣ 0 1

1 1

)
G01

10

(
κx
∣∣∣ 1

−

)
dx. (66)

To this end, by using the integral identity [41, Eq.
(07.34.21.0081.01)] we obtain the desired result in (41).

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF COROLLARY 4

Let us denote Y3 = c4|hRD|2
c5|hSJ |2|hJD|2 . Thus, the cdf of γ̃HDD

can be expressed as

Fγ̃HD
D

(z) = Pr

|hSR|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
X0

min(c1, Y3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y4

< z

 ,

=

∫ ∞
0

FY4

( z
x

)
fX0

(x)dx. (67)

Using simple algebraic calculations, the cdf of Y4 can be
obtained as

FY4(y) =

{
1 if y ≥ c1;

1− c4
c5y
e
c4
c5yE1

(
c4
c5y

)
if y < c1.

(68)

Substituting (68) and fX0
(x) = e−xu(x) into (67) we get

Fγ̃HD
D

(z) = 1− c4
c5z

∫ ∞
z
c1

xe
−x
(

1− c4
c5z

)
E1

(
c4x

c5z

)
dx. (69)

With the help of the asymptotic expression for En(x) [35, Eq.
(5.1.51)], we have

Fγ̃HD
D

(z) ≈ 1−
∫ ∞
z
c1

(
e−x − c5z

xc4
e−x +

2(c5z)
2

x2c24
e−x

−6(c5z)
3

x3c34
e−x + · · ·

)
dx (70)

≈ 1 + e−
z
c1 −

∞∑
n=1

(
n!(c5z)

n(−1)n

cn4

∫ ∞
z
c1

e−x

xn
dx

)
.

Finally, with the help of the identity [34, Eq. (3.351.4)], we
can compute

Fγ̃HD
D (z) ≈ 1 + e−

z
c1 −

∞∑
n=1

n!(c5z)
n(−1)nG(n)

cn4
, (71)
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where

G(n) =(−1)n
Ei
(
− z
c1

)
(n− 1)!

+
e−

z
c1(

z
c1

)n−1

×
n−2∑
k=0

(−1)k
(
z
c1

)k
(n− 1)(n− 2) · · · (n− 1− k)

.
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